control strategy stabilizes the position of the flying vehicle in wind gusts environment, in spite of unknown aerodynamic efforts and is based on robust backstepping approach and estimation of the unknown aerodynamic efforts. The purpose of this chapter is to present the stabilization (tracking) with motion planning of a 7 DOF disturbed helicopter VARIO Benzin Trainer (Lozano et al. (2005) ). As a feedback control, a dynamic decoupling method obtained with an approximate minimum phase model (Koo and Sastry (1998) ) is proposed AFLC. To deal with uncertainty and vertical wind gust an approximate disturbance observer is added AADRC (Martini et al. (2008) ). Simulations show that AADRC is more effective than the AFLC, ie. the norm of the tracking error are lower in presence of disturbances (small body forces, air resistance and vertical wind gust). However, in the presence of nonlinear disturbances the system after linearization remains nonlinear. The observer used here overcomes easily this nonlinearities by an inner estimation of the external disturbances to impose desired stability and robustness properties on the global closed-loop system. The zero dynamics stabilizes quickly with the two controls. In section 2, a model of a disturbed helicopter is presented. In Section 3 the design and the application of two approaches of robust control for the approximate model are proposed. The study of model stability is carried out in section 4. In section 5, several simulations of the helicopter under vertical wind gust show the relevance of the two controls which are described in this work. Finally some conclusions are presented in section 6.
Model of the 7DOF disturbed helicopter
This section presents the nonlinear model of the disturbed helicopter VARIO Benzain Trainer starting from a non disturbed model (Vilchis, 2001 ). This dynamic model using the formalism of Euler-Lagrange is based on the vector of generalized coordinates q G R 7 that can be defined by (Vilchis, 2001 , , ,
, , , , , ,
representing the orientation of the body fixed frame C with respect to the inertial frame , where
is an orthogonal matrix :
The vector :
 denotes the angular velocity of the vehicle in the body fixed frame, which can also be www.intechopen.com Robust nonlinear control of a 7 DOF model-scale helicopter under wind gusts using disturbance observers 33
written as :
denote the generalized velocities. Then : u rad is the lateral pitch angle of the main rotor. We can now calculate the Euler-Lagrange equation L = T -U and obtain the motion equations of helicopter :
where U is the potential energy of helicopter, T is its kinetic energy and FL = (F c , T C ) T represents the aerodynamical forces and torques applied to the helicopter at the center of mass (table 1), F w = (F r a f ,T r a f ) T represents the external aerodynamical forces and torques produced by the vertical wind gust. TM, TT are the main and tail rotor thrust. Here M stands for main rotor and T for tail rotor and D vi is the amplitude of the drag force created by induced velocity in the disc of the main rotor, CM and CT are the main and tail rotor drag torque, respectively. C m o t = k mot x ui is the engine torque which is assumed to be proportional to the first control input. ai s and bi s are the longitudinal and lateral flapping angles of the main rotor blades, k is the blades stiffness of main rotor. ZM and XT represent the main and tail rotor center localization with respect to the center of mass, respectively.
The development of equation (3) makes it possible to obtain the following equations Vilchis ( 001): 
if A is the area of the main rotor disk then :
The case X = y = 0 corresponds to a vertical flight :
where v v and vh are respectively the induced velocities in the case of vertical flight and of hovering. Hereafter an ascending vertical flight with a gust velocity vraf is considered (the wind gust is vertical and it has a downward direction as the vertical induced velocity). In this case the total induced velocity becomes : vi = vv + vraf. If it is assumed that the helicopter flies at low speed, then the induced velocity in vertical flight and the induced velocity in hovering are almost the same ones : (vv « vh), so that vi = vh + vraf. Replacing this value in the force and the torque equations Fl provides the contribution STm, STt and SCm of wind on these aerodynamical actions. Table 2 shows the change of thrust and torque of main rotor (parameter variations of the helicopter) acting on the helicopter in the presence of the vertical wind gust. These variations are calculated from a nominal position when the helicopter performs a hover flight : vrafv =0 : Tm = -77, 2 (N) and Cm = 3, 66 (N.m). Table 2 .
 
0 2 v v v v v v v v M raf T M raf raf raf v raf raf raf raf T c v T C c v u c V v u c v u c v v v c V v c v                     (7)
-Forces and torques variations for different vertical wind gusts
We can decompose the dynamique of (4) into two dynamics, a slowly translational dynamic and a fastly rotational dynamic, where m is the total mass of the helicopter, g is the gravitation constant. vertical wind gust. The calculation of the relative degrees gives : r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = r 4 = 2, the standard helicopter model have a dimension n = 14 and : r 1 + r 2 + r 3 + r 4 = 8 < n = 14, this implies the existence of an internal dynamics. In order to ensure system stability, we must analyze the internal stability of the system by studying the zero dynamics. A simulation study of the model (9) shows that the zero dynamics, parameterized by  
not asymptotically stable since the equilibrium point is surrounded by a family of periodic orbits. It can also be shown that exact state-space linearization fails to transforme the system into a linear and controllable system. Hence, it is impossible to fully linearize the nonlinear system (Koo and Sastry, 1998) . Neglecting the couplings between moments and forces, we show that the approximated system with dynamic decoupling is full state linearizable. Starting from (8), and neglecting the small body forces (f xc = f yc = 0) and for F r a f = T r a f = 0 , an approximate model of the dynamics of translation is obtained :
In order to make the approximate model (9) completely linearizable, we will use a dynamic extension procedure. This is done by adding two integrators for the thrust control input TM.
To simplify the expressions, we propose the change of input variables :
we will thus consider as the control inputs the vector :
Using the input-output feedback linearization procedure of the position £ a , we take the third time derivative of (9) 
The decoupling matrix Aei has rank 2 only, and therefore is not invertible. Hereafter, we propose to use dynamic decoupling algorithm, and continue differentiating the position £a. At last, the iteration ends, since the decoupling matrix Ae(X) has full rank and is invertible (if Tm = 0). The extended system is in the following form:
for which the vector relative degree is { 4 4 4 2 }. The state vector of our extended system can be writhen as following:
Its order is 16 and its control vector is e w . We can rewrite the true system in normal form using   ,   , where:
is such that the transformation I   ,   --> X define a coordinated change with the particularity that n depend only on Z and n (Isidori (1995) , ,
It appears that the sum of relative degree of our extended system is 14, while its size is n e = dim(X) = 16. There is a difference of 2, which corresponds to the dynamics of the main rotor which is free and which creates a dynamics of order 2, but it is stable (by simulation). It may be noted that this persistent zero dynamics does not exist in the helicopter studied in (Koo and Sastry, 1998) (Mahony et al., 1999 ) ( (Frazzoli et al., 2000) because our helicopter has 7DOF. We can then use the approximate system, the following control who linearizes it for the new controls v a . We obtain the following equations : (11), and the true system (12) :
Active and Approached Disturbance Rejection Control (AADRC)
In this work, a methodology of generic design is proposed to treat the disturbance. A second order system described by the following equation is considered (Han, 1999; Hou et al., 2001 )
where f (.) represents the dynamics of the model and the disturbance, d is the input of unknown disturbance, u is the control input, and y is the measured output. An alternative method is presented by (Han, 1999) as follows. The system in (14) is initially increased: 
where:
and:
The observer error is e = y -xx i and:
e sign e e g e e
The observer is reduced to the following set of state equations, and is called extended state observer (ESO):
The dynamics of translation of the approximate helicopter has an order four (11) :
with:
 While the full system (12) can be put in the following form:
Here d represents H(X,u,v r a f ) and the model uncertainty. Then the system (21) is estimated with the observer: 
and for -dynamics: 
where (i = x, y, z) , and: The observer error is and ( 4 = (* -4> i . The controls are then defined as follows (PD control):
The control signal takes into account of the terms which depend on the observer o which also comes from the observer, is added to eliminate the effect of disturbance in this system (21) and in o  dynamics.
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Stability Analysis
In this section, the stability of the perturbed helicopter (12) controlled using observer based control law (24) is considered. To simplify this study, the demonstration is done to one input and one output (Hauser et al., 1992 ) and the result is applicable for other outputs. By defining the trajectory error
we can write:
Where A is a stable matrix determined by pole placement: 
for some positive constants 1 2 3 , , k k k and 4 k . We first show that , , e e  are bounded. To this end, consider as a Lyapunov function for the error system ( (26) and (27)):
where P,P > 0 are chosen so that : 1  1  1  2  2  2  1  2  1  2  1  2 , , ,
, ,
choosing d b and e sufficiently small and with appropriate initial conditions, we can guarantee the state will remain in a small neighborhood, which implies that the effect of the disturbance on the closed-loop can be attenuated.
Results in simulation
In this section, simulations are presented to illustrate the performance and robustness of proposed controls laws when applied to the full helicopter model with the small body forces, air resistance and with the influence of vertical wind gust in the case of stabilization and trajectory tracking. The regulations parameters values used concern the dynamics model of VARIO 23cc helicopter Vilchis ( 
Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a perturbed nonlinear model of a 7DOF helicopter. As a feedback control, a dynamic decoupling method obtained with an approximate minimum phase model is proposed AFLC. To deal with uncertainty and vertical wind gust a disturbance observer is added AADRC. Simulations show that the AADRC is more effective than the AFLC, ie the tracking error are less important in presence of disturbance (small body forces, air resistance and vertical wind gust). However, in the presence of nonlinear disturbances the system after linearization remains nonlinear. The observer used here overcomes easily this nonlinearities by an inner estimation of the external disturbances to impose desired stability and robustness properties on the global closed-loop system. The zeros dynamics stabilizes quickly with the two controls.
Another investigation is planned by using the AADRC to stabilize the model of yaw angular displacement of a Tiny CP3 mini-helicopter mounted on experiment platform. We began by the identification setup and we finished with the experimental validation of the AADRC to stabilize the helicopter in presence of lateral wind gust. We find that the identified model is very close to measured model, and the validation results of the AADRC shows the efficiency of proposed control. Robotics research, especially mobile robotics is a young field. Its roots include many engineering and scientific disciplines from mechanical, electrical and electronics engineering to computer, cognitive and social sciences. Each of this parent fields is exciting in its own way and has its share in different books. This book is a result of inspirations and contributions from many researchers worldwide. It presents a collection of a wide range of research results in robotics scientific community. We hope you will enjoy reading the book as much as we have enjoyed bringing it together for you.
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